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==========================

Cervical cancer is the second most common cancer in Indian women.\[[@ref1]\] The Papanicolaou stained cervical smear is the investigation of choice for screening of cervical cancer. As a screening tool, often the sheer number of smears is taxing for the pathologist to examine. Thus, there has been interest in automated screening of cervical smears. Presently, the Focal Point Slide Profiler (FSPS)^®^ (BD Tripath Imaging) and the ThinPrep Imaging System^®^ have been approved by FDA as primary screening tools for cervical cytology smears. However, both of these systems are closed source and use liquid based cytology systems prepared by a proprietary method. None of these devices operate on conventional cervical smears.

Analysis of conventional cervical smears has proved to be a difficult problem because of overlapping cell clusters. A study by Saieg *et al*. on automated image analysis of conventional smears reported a sensitivity and specificity of 100% and 70.3% respectively, concluding that automated analysis could analyze the majority of conventional smears.\[[@ref2]\] Bacus *et al*. have patented an apparatus for automated image analysis of conventional cervical smears.\[[@ref3]\] From India, a group of computer scientists from Bengaluru have reported 100% sensitivity and 90% specificity on automated analysis of conventional smears.\[[@ref4]\] Effort has also been made by Dey *et al*. to implement Artificial Neural Networks in categorization of benign and malignant cells, with good results.\[[@ref5]\] In view of the large amount of laboratories still working with conventional smears, there is a dearth of literature regarding image analysis of conventional smears. In addition, majority of these studies have been carried out using closed source proprietary software.

The aim of this pilot project was to develop an Open Source Image Analysis software for conventional cervical cytology smears, and to test whether it can distinguish between smears which fall in the broad category of "Negative for Intraepithelial Lesion or Malignancy" ("NILM" group) and those which have been reported to have some degree of abnormality ("Abnormal" group).

M[ATERIALS AND]{.smallcaps} M[ETHODS]{.smallcaps} {#sec1-2}
=================================================

Initial development of software framework {#sec2-1}
-----------------------------------------

Images were selected from a standard database (Bethesda Interobserver Reproducibility Project) for purpose of development and standardization of the software.\[[@ref6]\] The software was developed using Python programming language, the Numpy mathematical and statistical library, OpenCV, and Scikit-Image image analysis library. Image analysis techniques like thresholding, Gaussian blur, and difference of Hessian were used for segmentation of cell clusters and identification of nuclei.

The initial step is to segment the image in several connected regions which share at least one common pixel. The software then separates cellular area and nuclear area through successive filters \[[Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}\]. The first parameter that is calculated is the N:C ratio of each region, from the overall cellular and nuclear area. It then applies a second level of filter like eccentricity of nuclear areas and minimum nuclear size, to arrive at number of definitive nuclei. The software then calculates statistical parameters like coefficient of variation (CV) of nuclear areas. In addition, in each nucleus identified, convexity defects in the nucleus are also calculated. A convexity defect is defined as any irregularity in nuclear membrane which is at least 5000 pixels deep. In this study, convexity defect was used as a measure of nuclear membrane irregularity.

![Steps of image analysis. (a) Original image (b) Segmented by regions (c) Single region (d) Cellular area (e) Nuclei by thresholding (f) Actual nuclei with clusters](JCytol-35-71-g001){#F1}

A "cluster" is defined as a set of any two nuclei which are less than or equal to 10 pixels apart. The values were standardized for images at 40× magnification. Identification of a cluster serves both as a marker of cellular crowding as well as high N:C ratio of the cells. This is because only when the two cells have large enough nuclei compared to their cytoplasm, their nuclei may come close to form a cluster.

The software then flags the image according to set criterion. The criterion which were found to be most specific in separating normal from abnormal images is as follows \[[Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}\]:

![Decision tree of the software](JCytol-35-71-g002){#F2}

N:C ratio in any region \>0.5N:C ratio in entire image \>0.5 AND more than 6 significant (i.e., 5000 pixels deep) convexity defects in the imageN:C ratio in entire image \>0.5 AND overall CV in image \>1N:C ratio in entire image \>0.5 AND number of nuclear clusters in image \>6 AND overall CV in image \>1.

Deployment {#sec2-2}
----------

The parameters for image segmentation was set to classify microscopic foci from a set of cervical smear images with known diagnosis, collected from archives of this hospital. Random foci containing minimum cellularity of 10 cells in one high power field were photographed from each smear. The microscope used for this purpose was Dewinter Ultima FL with attached microphotography system. All of the images were photographed at 40× magnification, after correction of white balance, at the same condition of illumination. Initial resolution of the raw images was 2560 × 1920 pixels. After digital archiving, the dimension of the images was resized to 640 × 480 pixels in size carefully preserving the aspect ratio. A set of 130 images belonging to the "NILM" group, and 45 in the "abnormal" group were chosen for analysis.

Using standardization data from the previous run on images from Bethesda database, the parameters for analysis such as minimum nuclear size and cluster diameter were set. The software was then run on the set of images collected from the hospital archives.

R[ESULTS]{.smallcaps} {#sec1-3}
=====================

Of the 130 normal images that were analyzed in NILM category, the software produced a flag in 25 images (19.23%). Seventeen of these images had a significantly high N:C ratio (N:C \> 0.5) in one of the regions of the image; the rest showed a high degree of nuclear size variability (CV \> 1) and an overall high N:C ratio. Clusters were seen in 10 images, but significant convexity defects were not detected in any of the images \[[Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}\].

###### 

Findings of the software in the two groups, NILM and abnormal

![](JCytol-35-71-g003)

Of the 45 abnormal images scanned, 14 (31.11%) was not flagged by the software \[[Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}\]. Rest of the images had any one or more of a high nuclear CV, significantly high N:C ratio, nuclear convexity defects or presence of clusters (\>6). Significant convexity defects were found in 11 images.

A clear degree of separation was obtained using the overall N:C ratio of a smear, which was \>0.5 in majority of the abnormal images (73.33%), and \<0.5 in majority of NILM images (93.07%). It was this found to be an important parameter in segregating normal foci from abnormal ones. However, the count of nuclei given by the software did not often correlate with the manual nuclei count, possibly because of interference with debris and neutrophils in the smear. Significant convexity defects were reported in no NILM images and in 11 abnormal images.

The sensitivity of the software in flagging abnormal foci was found to be 68.88%, and the specificity was found to be 80.76%. 19.23% false positives were also flagged by the software.

D[ISCUSSION]{.smallcaps} {#sec1-4}
========================

Automated screening of liquid based cervical smears has been developing since the early 2000s. Good accuracy and reproducibility have been achieved in automated screening of liquid based cytology. A study from Shenzhen University China demonstrated on 21 cervical cell images their segmentation method achieved a 93% accuracy for cytoplasm, and a 87.3% F-measure for nuclei.\[[@ref7]\]

Analysis of single cells and classification has been achieved by intensive image analysis modalities.\[[@ref8]\] In India, a study in 2016 used an ensemble classifier for Pap smear image, resulted an accuracy of 98.11% and precision of 98.38% in whole smears and 99.01% in single cells. Using the Herlev database of single cell images, it achieved an accuracy of 96.51%.\[[@ref9]\] However, there have been concerns about false negatives and increasing cost of investigation, as most of the screening systems are closed source.\[[@ref10]\] An FDA approved system, AutoPap 300 is used in rescreening of normal Pap smears for quality control. When compared with biopsy results, the AutoPap 300 detected 77% of HSIL and 86% of cancer.\[[@ref11]\] An important limitation of AutoPap 300 for primary screening is its high false-positive rate, about 40% when reviewing normal slides.

All the aforementioned studies have been carried out on liquid based cytology smears. There are only few studies which have been conducted on conventional smears. Notably, the study by Saieg *et al*. using the proprietary FocalPoint GS Imaging System (Beckton Dickinson).\[[@ref2]\] However, in another study, the rate of flagging in this system was found to be high: only 16--17% slides are archived without review by a pathologist.\[[@ref12]\]

Thus, there is a felt need of development of robust, accurate and open source screening method for conventional smears. The major problems with conventional smears is segmentation of overlapping cells, and separation of cells from neutrophils and background debris. A variety of segmentation methods for cervical cells have been proposed earlier---K means, edge detection, and thresholding.\[[@ref13][@ref14][@ref15]\] The present software uses standard techniques like thresholding and Gaussian blur, as well as two additional parameter. The first one, convexity defects in nuclei to identify nuclear membrane irregularities, is a hallmark of high grade lesions. There is no existing data on use of convexity defects as a screening technique. In this study, significant convexity defects were detected in 24.44% of abnormal images and none in NILM images. The validity of this parameter thus needs to be tested with a larger sample size.

The other technique, detection of clusters was also not effective in separating overlapping nuclei, separating epithelial cells from neutrophils, and overall did not correlate well with actual number of clusters in the image counted manually. There is scope for refinement of this technique to overcome these difficulties.

Instead of individual cell segmentation, the present software assesses a focus based on overall NC ratio, which has shown good correlation with the final diagnosis. The CV of nuclear size correlates well with the diagnosis, because only 6.1% of NILM images showed a raised CV and high NC ratio.

While designing the decision tree for the software \[[Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}\], a balance between sensitivity and specificity was kept in mind. An image is flagged primarily based on its N:C ratio plus other parameters, but only a raised N:C ratio in the overall image is not sufficient to generate a flag. Only in combination of other parameters is a flag generated and the focus sent for review. With a different decision tree, the software can be made either more sensitive or more specific, depending on specific requirements.

The present study showed that the software is able to distinguish between benign and malignant foci with approximately 68% sensitivity with a combination of parameters, although the number of false positives is significant (specificity 80%). The diagnostic accuracy is much less than closed source and commercial screening software. However, the software has shown capability to operate over conventional cytological images. The major difficulties faced during the analysis of images were the overlapping nuclear clusters, segmentation of individual cells, and separation from neutrophils and debris.

C[ONCLUSION]{.smallcaps} {#sec1-5}
========================

The pilot study shows promise for further development of the software for screening of conventional cervical cytology images. However, further refinement of algorithm to reduce the number of false positives, as well as better cell and nuclear segmentation, is required. A study with a larger sample size will be required to evaluate the software.
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